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Name  Speaking First (FCE) - Exam preparation – 5 Live 
Sessions 

Course Overview 

 
Practice for First (FCE) exam by talking to a teacher and using exam material. 

It is an interactive virtual lesson, either done individually or in pairs. You will get 
detailed explanations and you can ask your questions to the teacher. 

The classes are based on the real exam, using the exact timings and exam 
type material. You will practise the different parts of the Speaking Paper, getting 
the corresponding feedback. 

Summary of the course on More Info 

Course 
Characteristics 

 

This is a live virtual course that you can do anywhere, anytime. 

It consists of 5 lessons, lasting 50 minutes each, at a pre-arranged time. 

You will meet the teacher in a virtual room which integrates audio, interactive 
board and the use of webcam for those who want to use it. 

Starting Date and 
Duration 

 

There are start dates every month (find out the date for this month). 

The course will require 5 hours approximately of live virtual lessons. It is 
supposed to be completed within 1-2 months (it will depend on your time 
availability). You can ask for an extension of the deadline if needed 

 

Further 
information 

 

This Essential Plus Course can be combined with other courses dealing with 
the other exam areas such as Advanced Grammar (Language 
Awareness) or Getting your writings corrected at First (FCE) for a more 
complete preparation. 

If you still feel you need extra practice, you can do 5 additional lessons to keep 
practising and get valuable feedback.  

To be better prepared in all the areas, you can also do the full preparation 
for First (FCE) - exam preparation course 

 

Who should 
attend? 

It is the ideal course for students preparing for the FCE exam who need to 
improve their speaking skills and practice the specific format required in the 
exam. 

The course will provide very valuable practice for the FCE Exam. 

 

What is needed to 
do the course? 

You only need the right level of English to prepare for this exam 

Level of English 
required  

B1+ : Upper Intermediate 

What can I do 
after this course? 

You can do the complete course for First (FCE) - exam preparation course 

You can do other courses to focus on other areas of the exam, such 
as  Advanced Grammar (Language Awareness) or Getting your writings 
corrected at First (FCE) 

You can do courses specific to your needs (Conversation, 
Pronunciation)  Phonology & Pronunciation  

 

http://www.onlinelanguagestudies.com/uploads/files/7c95f359acee34e32de0bb6f909b5a0b64e08c07.pdf
http://www.onlinelanguagestudies.com/en/course/adv-grammar-st/
http://www.onlinelanguagestudies.com/en/course/adv-grammar-st/
http://www.onlinelanguagestudies.com/en/course/getting-your-writings-corrected-at-first-fce/
http://www.onlinelanguagestudies.com/en/course/first-fce-exam-preparation-course/
http://www.onlinelanguagestudies.com/en/course/first-fce-exam-preparation-course/
http://www.onlinelanguagestudies.com/en/course/adv-grammar-st/
http://www.onlinelanguagestudies.com/en/course/getting-your-writings-corrected-at-first-fce/
http://www.onlinelanguagestudies.com/en/course/getting-your-writings-corrected-at-first-fce/
http://www.onlinelanguagestudies.com/en/course/phon-pron-sts/
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Cost:  US$ 99 

Duration:  5 Hours. 

Modality:  Virtual Course - Live Classes 

 

Content B1 - Intermediate 

The course will help you get prepared for the Speaking Paper of the FCE exam. 

The course consists of: 

 Clear explanations about the exam’s mechanics, the characteristics of 
each part and the assessment criteria. 

 Learning new phrases for a good performance in each section 

 Practice with exam type visual material for you to apply everything you 
have learnt 

 Individual feedback by the end of the encounter 

 Work on pronunciation on the spot 

Course 
Development 

This is an intensive course which consists of virtual lessons of approximately 50 
minutes each. 

The time is previously arranged with the teacher, and it can be done individually 
or in pairs. You will meet the teacher in a virtual room which integrates audio, 
interactive board and the use of webcam for those who want to use it. 

In the lessons you will be practising each part of the Speaking Paper and 
learning suitable phrases to do well in the exam. It reproduces a real exam, by 
allocating similar times and asking exam type questions for you to become 
familiar with it. 

By the end of each lesson, you will get feedback on your performance. 

Assessment  The assessment is done through each of the virtual lessons. 

It consists of the oral feedback you receive by the end of each lesson about 
your performance. 

Certificates 
awarded 

 

You will receive a Statement of Completion for you to save and print. 

Credits obtained 

 
N/A 

Method of 
Payment 

PayPal (You do not need to have a PayPal account) 

http://www.onlinelanguagestudies.com/uploads/files/d1e9b1f5e86c48a33b389639813daea4cb759e06.pdf

